Cookie Information
Like most companies are we using some enhancement services on the above
websites, to ensure continous improvement of our websites, but also to ensure the
proper security of our web based services, in order to secure availability, integrity
and privacy, for you as a user.
Our cookies collect the following information:
When you visit the Service, we may send one or more cookies. The cookie is a small
text file containing a string of alphanumeric characters to your computer, that
uniquely identifies your browser.
About 3rd Party usage.
Security on our forms: We are using Google captcha that collects IP adresses to
avoid intruders misusing the forms for illegal purposes.
Analytics: We are using Google Analytics for all of our websites.
You can read Google's policy = https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=en or
reserve yourself by using Analytics opt-out =
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout/
Short explination about cookies in general.
A persistent cookie remains on your hard drive after you close your browser.
Persistent cookies may be used by your browser on subsequent visits to the
websites.
A session cookie is temporary and disappears after you close your browser. (It
will not remain on your hard drive.)
Cookies do not cause damage to your computer systems or files, and only the
websites that transferred a particular cookie to you, can read, modify or delete such
cookies, as long as they are still present for your browsers. If you do not want
information collected through the use of cookies, there are simple procedures in
most browsers that allow you to delete existing cookies, to automatically decline
cookies, or to be given the choice of declining or accepting the transfer of particular
cookies to your computer.
Please refer to your browser instructions or help screen, to learn more about these
functions. You should however note, that declining cookies may make it difficult or
impossible for you, to use all portions or services of websites.

